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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [l], Zadeh introduced the fundamental concept of fuzzy sets, which 
formed the backbone of fuzzy mathematics. In [2], he introduced yet another 
very useful concept, namely, fuzzy singletons. 
In some previous studies [3-51, the basic concepts and general properties 
of fuzzy topologies were formulated and investigated. However, due to the 
lack of a proper fuzzification of point, one was unable to study convergence or 
local properties in fuzzy topology. Fortunately, Zadeh’s introduction of fuzzy 
singleton provided the key to this problem. Based on this notion, the concept 
of fuzzy points is introduced in the present paper and results concerning local 
countability, separability, and local compactness are obtained. Many subtle, 
sometimes surprising, departures from the theory of general topology are 
observed. Consequently, many seemingly simple results need more elaborate 
proofs. 
The introduction of fuzzy points also makes a study of convergence 
meaningful. However, in this paper we shall limit ourselves to results on 
convergence in connection with C, and separable spaces only. No further 
studies on Moore-Smith convergence will be included. 
For completeness, a preliminary section is also included. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let X = {x} be a space of points. A fuzzy set A in X is characterized by a 
membership function pLA(x) from X to the unit interval [0, 11. 
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DEFINITION 2.1. Let A and B be fuzzy sets in X. Then: 
A = B - PA(X) = ~~44, for all x E X; 
A C B - PA(X) < PB(X>, for all x E X; 
C = A u B - PC(X) = max[tL,&), ~~(41, for all x E X; 
D = A n B + m(x) = min[p&), ~~(41, for all x 6 X; 
E = A’ G pE(x) = 1 - cLA(x), for all x E X. 
More generally, for a family of fuzzy sets, laz = {Ai [ i EI}, the union 
C = (J, Ai , and the intersection, D = n1 A, , are defined by 
PC(X) = s;Pk4,(x)>> x E x, 
~~64 = in,fb&>>, XEX. 
The symbol Qi will be used to denote the empty fuzzy set (&x) = 0 for all 
x in X). For X, we have by definition px(x) = 1 for all x in X. 
DEFINITION 2.2. A fuzzy topology is a family r of fuzzy sets in X which 
satisfies the following conditions: 
(b) IfA,BEy-,thenAnBEy, 
(c) If  Ai E 7 for each i E 1, then (JI Ai E 7. 
r is called a fuzzy topology for X, and the pair (X, 9) is a fuzzy topological 
space (fts). Every member of r is called a F-open fuzzy set (or simply open 
fuzzy set). 
As in general topology, the indiscrete fuzzy topology contains only @ and X, 
while the discrete fuzzy topology contains all fuzzy sets. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Letf be a function from X to Y. Let B be a fuzzy set in 
Y with membership function ps(y). Then the inverse of B, written as 
f-l[B], is a fuzzy set in X whose membership function is defined by 
cLf-Q?](x) = PB(f(4) for all x in X. 
Conversely, let A be a fuzzy set in X with membership function am. The 
image of A, written asf[A], is a fuzzy set in Y whose membership function is 
given by 
PLrdY) = zE=&PAw if f-‘[y] is not empty, 
= 0, otherwise, 
for all y  in Y, where f-l[y] = {x 1 f(x) = y}. 
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DEFINITION 2.4. A function from a fts (X, r) to a fts (Y, @) isF-continu- 
ous iff the inverse of each %-open fuzzy set is y-open. 
DEFINITION 2.5. A function from a fts (X, 7) to a fts (Y, @) is F-open 
iff it maps an open fuzzy set in (X, r) onto an open fuzzy set in (Y, S). 
DEFINITION 2.6. Let 9 be a fuzzy topology. A subfamily B of 7 is a 
base for 9 iff each member of 9 can be expressed as the union of some 
members of g. 
DEFINITION 2.7. Let 9 be a fuzzy topology. A subfamily y of 9- is a 
subbase for r iff the family of finite intersections of members of 9’ forms a 
base for r’. 
DEFINITION 2.8. Let (X, 9J b e a fts. A family ~2 of fuzzy sets is a cover 
of a fuzzy set B iff B C u {A 1 A E ti}. It is an open cover iff each member of 
~2 is an open fuzzy set. A subcover of ~4’ is a subfamily which is also a cover. 
3. LOCAL COUNTABILITY AND SEPARABILITY 
We need the concept of fuzzy points. 
DEFINITION 3.1. A fuzzy point p in X is a fuzzy set with membership 
function 
l-44 = Y, for x = x0 , 
= 0, otherwise, 
where 0 < y < 1. p is said to have support x,, and value y. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let p be a fuzzy point and A a fuzzy set in X. Then p 
is said to be in A or A contains p, denoted p E A, iff p”,(x) < ,uJx) for all 
XEX. 
THEOREM 3.1. I f  A = viol A, , where I is any index set, then p E A $7 
pEAiforsomeiEI. 
Proof. (-=) Clear. 
(3) Let the support of p be x0 . Then 
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There are two cases: (i) there exists some i, ~1, such that ~,$~a) = ~~(x,,), 
and (ii) ,~~~(xa) < pcLA(xO) for all i E I. In case (i), p E Ad0 . In case (ii), p E A 
implies that pLp(x,,) < pLA(xO) and since ~~(3s) = suptGr pAi it follows that 
pP(xO) < pAiO(xO) for some i,, . Thus p E Ai . 
In ordinary set theory, Theorem 3.1 is trivial. But in the case of fuzzy set 
theory, this is not as trivial as one may imagine. In fact, if one replaces the 
inequality in Definition 3.2 by &x) < pA(x), then Theorem 3.1 is no longer 
true. On the other hand, should we restrict all fuzzy sets to take values 0, 1 
and hope that Definitions 3.1 and 3.2 would reduce to the corresponding 
definitions in ordinary set theory, we should have used 0 < y < 1 and 
pg(x) < pA(x) instead of 0 < y < 1 and p”,(x) < am. In other words, our 
current definitions will not reduce to the ordinary case even if we impose the 
restriction that all fuzzy sets will take values 0, 1 only. Since Theorem 3.1 
is necessary for some of our subsequent developments, we shall adhere to the 
present definitions. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let (X, 5) be a fts. Then a subfamily G of F forms a base 
of F @for every member A of F and for every fuzzy point p E A, there exists u 
mrmber B of k8 such that p E B C A. 
Proof. (3) From the fact that A is the union of members of $# and 
by Theorem 3.1, the result follows. 
(c) Let Xi be the subset of X such that pA(x) > 0 for x E X1 and 
~LA(~)=Ofor~~X-X~.Letx,~X,,andy,=~L,(x,)>O.Sincey,~l, 
there exists a sequence of real numbers {y,], i = 1, 2, 3,..., such that 
0 < yr < y,, for all i and Em,,, yi = y,, . Define a sequence of fuzzy points 
pi by 
Pz&) = Yi > for x = x0 , 
= 0, otherwise. 
Then pi E A. By assumption, there exists a member B of 68 such that 
pi E B C A. Clearly, the union of all B’s over all the indices i and all points 
x,, E Xi is exactly A. 
DEFINITION 3.3. A fts (X, Y) is said to be C,, iff there exists a countable 
base @ for Y. 
DEFINITION 3.4. Let (X, Y) be a fts and p a fuzzy point. A subfamily 
gP of Y is called a local base of p iff p E B for every member B of aD , and for 
every member A of Y such that p E A there exists a member B of .!?ZD such 
thatpEBfA. 
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DEFINITION 3.5. A fts (X, 9) is said to be C, i f f  every fuzzy point in X 
has a countable local base. 
THEOREM 3.3. If (X, 7) is C’,, , then it is C, . 
Pyoof. Let p be a fuzzy point in X. By assumption, 9- has a countable 
base 98. Let S?‘p be the subfamily of Z8 defined by g2, = {B / B ES?‘, p E B}. 
Then g9 is countable. Let A E 9- be such that p E A. By Theorem 3.2, there 
exists a member B of S9 such that p E B C A. By definition, B is a member of 
gP. Thus, (X, 9) is C, . 
DEFINITION 3.6. A fts (X, r-) is said to be separable i f f  there exists a 
countable sequence of fuzzy points {p,}, i = 1, 2,..., such that for every 
member A of r and A # @, there exists a$, such thatp, E A. 
THEOREM 3.4. I f  a fts (X, 9) is Cn , then it is separable. 
Proof. By assumption, r has a countable base 99 = (Bi}, i = 1,2,.... 
For Bi # @, there exists a point xi E X such that ps,(xJ > 0. Define a fuzzy 
point pi as follows: 
CL&) = h3iw for x = xi , 
= 0, otherwise. 
Clearly, pi E Bi . The countable sequence (p,}, i = 1,2,..., is the required 
sequence for (X, ?) to be separable because every member iz of r 
will contain a member of g, say, Bi C A. Consequently, pi E A. 
In [4], it is proved that a C,, fts is also Lindelof. Together with the results 
just obtained, one sees that among the four types of countability properties, 
namely, C,, , C, , Lindekf and separable, C,, is the strongest. In [4], it is 
also shown that the F-continuous image of a Lindeliif fts is also Lindeliif. 
Here, we can derive a similar result. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let f be an F-continuous function from a separable fts (X, 9) 
onto a fts (Y, a). Then (Y, %) is also separable. 
Proof. Let {p,}, i = 1, 2 ,..., be a countable sequence of fuzzy points so 
that for each member A of r there exists some p, such that p, E A. Note that 
the family {f [pi]}, i = 1, 2 ,..., forms a countable sequence of fuzzy points in 
Y. Let B be a member of a. Then f -l[B] is a member of r’, and hence there 
exists a fuzzy point pi such that pi E f -l[B]. Consequently, f [pi] G B since f 
is onto. Therefore (Y, %) is separable. 
In [5], it is demonstrated that the image of a C,, fts under an F-continuous 
and F-open function is Ct, . This holds for C, space as well. 
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THEOREM 3.6. Letf be anF-continuous function from a C, fts (X, r) onto 
a fts (Y, @). If  f  is also F-open, then (Y, a) is C, . 
Proof. Let 4 be a fuzzy point in Y. Then f  -‘[s] is in general a fuzzy set in 
X, not necessarily a fuzzy point. More specifically, if q has support yO and 
value y, then f  -‘[q] is the fuzzy set with membership function: 
Pf-‘[&)~= Y! for all x E f  -l[yJ, 
= 0, otherwise. 
Define a fuzzy point p in X by the following membership function: 
where x0 E f  -l[y,,]. 
CL&) = Y> for x = x0 , 
zzz 0, otherwise, 
Clearly, p E f  -l[q] and f  lp] = q. By assumption, p has a countable local 
base, say, gP. We shall show that the countable family of fuzzy sets 
^tT, =ifMl IAEgJf orms a local base of q. First, f  [A] is a member of % for 
all A ~~~ since f  is F-open. Second, let B be a member of % such that 
q E B. Then f-l[B] is a member of 5- and p Ef-l[B]. Thus, there exists a 
member A E&E?* such that p E A C f  -l[B]. Consequently, q E f  [A] C B, and 
the result follows. 
4. CONVERGENCE, COUNTABILITY, AND SEPARABILITY 
The introduction of fuzzy points enables us to discuss convergence in a 
meaningful way. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let p, , n = I,2 ,..., be a sequence of fuzzy points in a 
fts (X, y) with supports x, , n = 1, 2 ,.... Let p be a fuzzy point with support 
x # x, , for all n 3 n, , where n, is some number. Thenp, is said to converge 
to p, written p, -+p, i f f  for every member A of r such that p E A, there 
exists a number m, such that p, E A for all n > m. 
Note that the restriction on the supports is necessary to make the definition 
meaningful. Note also that if p, has value yn and p has value y, in general 
p, -p does not imply yn +y. In fact, we have the following observation. 
IfP, -+p and p has support x,, and value y, then p, + q for all fuzzy points 
q with support x0 and value z >, y. In the theory of general topology, we have 
a similar situation. As a matter of fact, the uniqueness of limits of convergent 
nets is a characterization of a special type of topological space, namely, 
Hausdorff space. 
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DEFINITION 4.2. Let p be a fuzzy point in (X, 5) with support x,, . Let 
A be a fuzzy set in X. Then p is an accumulation point of A iff for every 
member B of F such that p E B, B n A, # @, where A, is the fuzzy set 
with membership function 
PA,(X) = 0, for x = x0 , 
= I-d&), otherwise. 
Similar to our previous remarks on convergence, we note that if p is an 
accumulation point of A and p has support X, and value y, then all fuzzy 
points q with the same support x0 and value x > y are accumulation points 
ofA. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let (X, F) be a fts. Let A be a fuzzy set andp a fuzzy point in 
X. If there exists a sequence of fuzzy points p, , n = 1, 2,..., such that p, E A 
and p, + p, then p is an accumulation point of A. 
Proof. Let B be a member of F such that p E B. By convergence, there 
exists m such that for all n 2 m, p, E B. On the other hand, p, E A and p, 
has support different from that of p for all n 3 n, , therefore, p, E A, for 
all 71 > no . It follows that p, E B n A, for n > max(n,, , m), implying that 
B n A,, # Sp. 
LEMMA 4.2. If (X, F) is C, , then for every fuzzy point p in X, there exists 
acountablelocalbase~=(V~},i=1,2,...,ofpsuchthatV,~V~~V~T)~~~. 
Proof. By assumption, there exists a countable local base 39 = {Ba}, 
i = 1, 2,..., of p. Define 
V, = B, , V, = B, n B, ,..., V, = fi Bi ,.... 
i=l 
Clearly V, 1 V, 3 V, 3 ... . To show that they form a local base, let A be a 
member of 9 such that p E A. There exists a member of .@, say BiO such that 
p E BiO C A. By definition of local base, p E Bi , i = I,2 ,..., i,, . Thus 
p,fiBi=V&B&A. 
i=l 
Consequently, {V,}, i = 1, 2 ,..., forms a local base of p. 
We can now prove the following theorem. 
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THEOREM 4.1. Let (X, F) be a C, fts. Let A be a fuzzy set and p a fuzzy 
point in X. Then p is an accumulation point of A # there exists a sequence of 
fuzzypointsp,, n = 1,2,..., such thatp, E A andp,-tp. 
Proof. (-) It follows from Lemma 4.1. 
(2) By Lemma 4.2, there exists a local base {V,}, i = 1,2,..., of p such 
that Vi3 Va3 Vs3 ... . That p is an accumulation point of A implies that 
Vi n A, # @ for all i. Let xi E X be such that F~,~~,(xJ > 0. Define a fuzzy 
point pi by the following membership function: 
CL?&) = SrP Yjn.4,(-%), for x = .z^~ , 
= 0. otherwise. 
Then pi E Vi 17 A, and pi has different support from that of p for all i. 
Furthermore, pi +p. To see this, let B E 5 be such that p E B, then there 
exists V, such that p E V, C B. But V, 3 Vi for all i > m, consequently, 
pi E V, C B for all i > m. The result therefore follows. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let (X, 3) be a fts. I f  there exists a countable sequence of 
fuzzy points (pi], i = 1, 2 ,..., in X such that every fuzzy point p in X is an 
accumulation point of the fuzzy set A = vi pi . Then (X, 7) is separable. 
Proof. Clear. 
However, the converse of the above theorem is in general not true, demon- 
strating yet another departure from general topology. We have the following 
counter example. 
THEOREM 4.3. There exists a separable fts (X, 5) and a fuzzy point p in X 
such that for any countable sequence {pi}, i = 1,2,..., of fuzzy points in X, p 
is not an accumulation point of A = (Ji pi . 
Proof. Let X be a space of points. Let x,, E X. Let A, , 0 ,( a: < I, be 
fuzzy sets in X defined by 
P‘4&) = % for x = x0 , 
zz 0, otherwise. 
Let Y = {@, X, A,, 0 ,( a ,( l}. Then (X, Y) is a fts. Consider the count- 
able sequence of fuzzy points {pB} such that the support of each pD is x0 and j3 
ranges over the set of rational numbers between 0 and 1. Any member B of r 
such that B # @ will contain a member of {pa). Thus (X, Y) is separable. 
Let p be a fuzzy point with support x,, and value a0 , 0 < a,, < 1. Then p 
is not an accumulation point of the union A of any countable fuzzy points 
since B A A, = Cp for all B E 9- containing p and B # X. 
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5. LOCAL COMPACTNESS 
The localization of compactness is naturally local compactness, which 
forms the subject matter of discussion in this section. 
DEFINITION 5.1. A fts is compact i f f  each open cover of the space has a 
finite subcover. 
DEFINITION 5.2. A fts (X, 9) is said to be locally compact i f f  for every 
fuzzy point p in X there exists a member A E 9 such that (i) p E A and 
(ii) A is compact, i.e. each open cover of A has a finite subcover. 
Clearly, each compact fts is locally compact. 
The next result demonstrates once more the ramification of fuzzy topology 
from general topology. 
THEOREM 5. I. A discrete fts (X, 9) is not locally compact. 
Proof. Letp be a fuzzy point in X with support x0 and valuey, 0 < y  < 1. 
Let A be any open fuzzy set such that p E A. Let pA(x) be its membership 
function. Consider the family & of all fuzzy sets {Ai}, iEl, such that 
pA (x) < pA(x) for all x E X. Clearly, ;c4 forms a cover of A. Since (X, r-) 
is discrete, any fuzzy set is open. J&’ is therefore an open cover of A. However, 
.ZZ’ does not have a finite subcover. Thus (X, y) is not locally compact. 
Like Cr fts, we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let f  be an F-continuous function from a locally compact fts 
(X, F) onto a fts (Y, @). If  f  is also F- p o en, then (Y, %) is locally compact. 
Proof. Let 4 be a fuzzy point in Y with support y0 and value y. Define a 
fuzzy point p in X by 
d4 = YY for x = x0 , 
= 0, otherwise, 
where xa 6 f  -l[yJ. Then f  [p] = q. By assumption, there exists a member 
A ET such that p E A and A is compact. Now 9 E f  [A], and f  [A] is a 
member of % since f  is F-open. Furthermore, f  [A] is compact since f  is 
F-continuous. Thus (Y, a!) is locally compact. 
6. PRODUCT AND QUOTIENT SPACES 
In this section we shall discuss product and quotient spaces generated by 
the spaces defined so far. We are particularly interested in the conditions for 
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which the properties of local countability, separability and local compactness 
are productive and divisible. 
Let {X&}, 01 E I, be a family of spaces. Let X = I&,, X, be the usual pro- 
duct space and let P, be the projection from X onto X, . 
Further assume that each X, is a fts with fuzzy topology Y= . Let B E Fe , 
then by Definition 2.3, c’[B] is a fuzzy set in X. The family of fuzzy sets 
Y={P;l[B] 1 BE&, 01~1) is now used to generate a fuzzy topology Y 
for X in the following manner: Let g be the family of all finite intersections of 
members of Y. Let Y be the family of all unions of members of 9Y. It is clear 
that Y is indeed a fuzzy topology for X, with g as a base and Y a subbase. 
DEFINITION 6.1. Given a family of fts{(X, , YJ}, 01~1, the fuzzy topo- 
logy Y defined as above is called the product fuzzy topology for X = Has, X, 
and (X, Y) is called the product fts. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let {(X, , FE)}, 01~1, be a countable fumiZy of C, fts’s. 
Then the product fts(X, Y) is C, . 
Proof. Let p be a fuzzy point in X. Then its projection p, = P&I is 
again a fuzzy point in Xti . By assumption, p, has a countable local base 
Zda = {B,,i), i = I, 2 ,.... For each (Y, let -Y, be the family of open fuzzy sets 
in X defined by Ye = {P;l[B,,i] 1 B,,i ~9~). Let K be any finite subset 
of 1. Let ek be the family of open fuzzy sets in X defined by 
Finally, let gP be the family of all 4Vk’s, where K ranges over all finite subsets 
of I. Note that a9 is a countable family of open fuzzy sets in X since the set 
of all finite subsets of a countable set is countable. All members of ZZIP contain 
p. We shall next show that 979 is a local base of p. To see this, let A be a 
member of Y such that p E A. Then by definition of the product fuzzy 
topology 9, and by Theorem 3.2, there exists a base member of Y of the form 
B = /j P,-:L[AJ, 
?=I 
where A, E 9& , such that p E B C A. Since polj E Aj , it follows that there 
exists a member B,j,ij of aej such that paj E B,i,ij C Ai. Do this for 
j = 1, 2,..., n. Thenp E B, C B, where 
B, = (j P,;‘Ej,i3] 
kl 
is a member of J?Z~ . Thus the product fts(X, Y) is Cr . 
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Next we shall show that there exist uncountable family of C, spaces, 
whose product is not C, . 
THEOREM 6.2. Let {(X, , FJ}, 01 E I, be an uncountable family of C, spaces 
such that: 
(i) none is indiscrete, i.e., for each OL E I, there exists U, E FE such that 
u, f  @, x,; 
(ii) for each 01 E I, there exists a fuzzy point p, E U, such that 
P = n K’[Pnl 
aEI 
is a fuzzy point in X; and 
(iii) in each fts(X, , FJ, for any A E Fe and A # @, there exists a point 
x E X, such that pA(x) = 1, where pa is the membership function of A. 
Then the product fts(X, Y) is not C, . 
Remark. Unlike general topology, given fuzzy points p, in X, , 01 E I, 
P = n ~PJ 
ne1 
is not always a fuzzy point in X; it is either a fuzzy point or the empty fuzzy 
set @. For example, let I = (0, 1). In each X, , let p, be a fuzzy point with 
support x, and value 01. Then 
p = n P;l[pJ = @. 
4EI 
Proof. Suppose (X, Y) is C, . Thenp has a countable local base B, = (Bi}, 
i = 1, 2,.... For any Bi E aD , by definition of product fuzzy topology, there 
exists a base member 
of 7 such that p E B, C Bi . By assumption (iii), PJB,] = X, for OL # mj , 
j = 1, 2,..., n. Indeed, let xj E XEi, such that pA,,(xj) = 1, j = 1, 2 ,..., n. 
Let x, E X, . Consider the subset 3 
s = (Xl) x *.. x hJ x 6%) x II 43 
L3f.j.E 
j=1,2,....n 
of X. Then am, = 1, for all s E S. Therefore ~p,tB,~(~a) = 1. Since x, is 
arbitrarily chosen, it follows that P,[BO] = X, . Consequently, PJBJ = X, 
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for a! # olj , j = 1, 2 ,..., n. Do this for all i. We obtain a countable subset K of 
1 such that for every LY E I - K, P,[B,] = X, for all i. Since I is uncountable, 
there exists coo E I - K. Hence P,OIB,] = Xa, for all i. On the other hand, 
p E P:[U, 1. By definition of local base, there exists Bi E,!#‘, such that 
p E Bi C P?[UJ. Therefore, PJB,] C Ua, , a contradition. 
THEOREM 6.3. Let ((X, , Fe)}, 01 E I, be a countable farnib of separable 
spaces. Then the prodact fts (X, 9) is a&o separable. 
Proof. In X, , there exists a countable sequence of fuzzy points {p,J, 
i = 1, 2,..., such that for each member A, E Ym , there is a fuzzy point 
pmi E A,. Let &a be the family of open fuzzy sets in X defined by 
%a = {P;‘[pJ}, i = I, 2 ,,... Let K be a finite subset of I. Let ry;i be the 
family of open fuzzy sets in X defined by 
^y;c = n V, 1 V, E em . 
I UEK 1 
Finally, let V be the collection of all *yK)s, with K ranging over all possible 
finite subsets of I. Y is a countable family of open fuzzy sets in X. Every 
member of V is of the form narpK V, and since K is finite, there always exists 
a fuzzy point, say, p, E floleX V, . Do this for all members of V. Then 
9’ = {ps} is a countable family of fuzzy points in X. Furthermore, for every 
member A of Y, there exists an open fuzzy set 
B = fi PGl[Aj], 
j=l 
where Aj E Ya, , such that B C A. By construction there exists a fuzzy point 
p8 of 9 such that 
p, E h P$[p,] C B C A. 
j=l 
Therefore (X, 9J is separable. 
THEOREM 6.4. Let ((X, , FJ}, OL = 1, 2 ,..., n, be a finite family of locally 
compact fts’s. Then the product fts(X, F) is also locally compact. 
Proof. Let p be a fuzzy point in X. Let p, = P&l. By assymption, there 
exists a member A, of Ya such that p, E A, and A, is compact. The fuzzy set 
B = nz=, P;“[A,J is a member of Y and p = nt=, P;‘[pJ is in it. We have 
only to show that B is compact. As in [5], define the product A, x A, of 
two fuzzy sets A,, A, by 
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Therefore, B = A, x A, x ... x A,. By exactly the same arguments as 
used in the proof of Theorem 3.4 of [5], one can show that B is compact. 
Therefore (X, .F) is locally compact. 
Next, we shall discuss quotient fuzzy topology. 
DEFINITION 6.2. Let X be a space of points. Let R be an equivalence 
relation defined on X. Let X/R be the usual quotient set, and let P be the 
usual projection from X onto X/R. 
I f  (x, 9) is a fts, one can define a fuzzy topology in X/R such that P is 
F-continuous as follows. Let %! be the family of fuzzy sets in X/R defined by 
% = {B 1 P-l[B] E T}. Then 4?/ is a fuzzy topology, called the quotient topo- 
logy for X/R and (X/R, %) is called the quotient fts. We have the following 
results. 
THEOREM 6.5. (i) I f  (X, F) is separable, then the quotient fts (X/R, @) 
is separable. 
(ii) If (X, .T) is C, and P is F-open, then the quotient fts (X/R, %) is C, . 
(iii) If (X, 9) is locally compact, and P is F-open, then the quotient fts 
(X/R, %‘> is locally compact. 
Proof. (i) follows from Theorem 3.5. (ii) follows from Theorem 3.6. 
(iii) follows from Theorem 5.2. 
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